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THE TWO FIFTH-CENTURY WARS
BETWEEN ROME AND PERSIA
Geoffrey Greatrex

The fifth century was in general a peaceful period for Rome’s eastern fron
tier. On just two occasions was this peace disturbed, and only one of
these involved significant campaigning. Perhaps because of this compar
ative lack of conflict between Rome and Persia, these two occasions have
attracted considerable scholarly attention.1 The account of the church his
torian Theodoret of Cyrrhus has been at the centre of this discussion, and
will be dealt with in detail below. This article will look first at Theodoret’s
account, and the problems arising from it, and then at the treatment of
the wars by ancient authorities generally. First, however, it would be worth
considering briefly the background and course of the two wars.
At the time of the death of the eastern Emperor Arcadius in 408, re
lations between Rome and Persia were remarkably good: Arcadius even
ventured to make the Persian king Yadzgerd I (399-420) the guardian for
his young son, Theodosius II (408-450), if Procopius may be believed. Even
if his account is doubted, the church historians Socrates and Sozomen both
make mention of a treaty concluded between the two sides in 408/9. But
it was not long before relations deteriorated, most probably through the
influence of Theodosius’s sister Pulcheria.2

The first war broke out in 420, as a result of the refusal of Theodosius II
to return to the Persians the Christians who had sought refuge from persecu
tion in his empire. In addition, the Persians had proved unwilling to return
to the Romans gold-miners who had been working in Persian territory; they
had also despoiled Roman merchants of their goods. Consequently the Em
peror despatched Ardaburius, a magister militum praesentalis, to the East,
where he conducted an invasion of Arzanene by way of Armenia. Hav
ing defeated the Persian commander Mihr-Narseh, he foiled his opponent’s
attempt to ravage Mesopotamia, and laid siege to the enemy at Nisibis.
The conflict then escalated as Theodosius transferred further troops to
the East, while the new Persian king Bahram V (420-439) took the field
himself, supported by a large contingent of Saracen allies. He drove the
Romans from Nisibis, but the Saracens were less successful in their attempt
to take Antioch: they suddenly took fright, we are told, and many were
drowned in the Euphrates. Presumably they were defeated as they ma
noeuvred to the southwest of the main Roman army in their march against
Antioch. Another battle ensued between the two main armies, in which
Areobindus inflicted a heavy defeat on the Persians; it was almost certainly
in this engagement that he distinguished himself by defeating the Persian
Ardazanes in single combat. Peace negotations then ensued, although terms
were not settled until the Persian Immortals had suffered a crushing defeat
through the timely arrival of the recently appointed magister militum per
Orientem Procopius.3
The story of the 440 war can be told more swiftly, since there were
no major engagements between the two sides, and the Romans hastened
to come to terms: the empire was beset by numerous invasions at this
time, not to mention the fall of Carthage in October 439, which must have
shaken the Eastern Empire as much as the Western. The Persians invaded
in 440, apparently causing some damage in Armenia, but withdrew after
the magister militum per Orientem Anatolius had bought them off.4
*

*

*

On the face of it these wars appear quite uncomplicated, yet when the
sources are scrutinized more closely, problems emerge. While these prob
lems cannot be solved with certainty, this paper aims to provide a possible
solution that takes into account all the ancient evidence.
The prime source of controversy is the account of Theodoret (v.37.410): he describes a Persian invasion that took place while the Romans were

occupied with wars elsewhere. The Persian advance was thwarted, however,
by inclement weather, and Roman forces were able to deploy in time (v.37.56). He then refers to an unsuccessful siege of a city called Theodosiopolis
by a Persian king Gororanes (Bahram), which he places in the course of the
previous war (πόλεμος) (v.37.7-10). Two important questions arise from
his account: (1) is he referring to both wars or only to that of 421-422? and
(2) which Theodosiopolis was besieged by the Persian king? Bound up with
the second question is the construction of the Armenian Theodosiopolis, for
which numerous dates have been proposed.
First, does Theodoret deal with the later war? Croke has argued that
he does not, while conceding that Theodoret was writing after it. Lee
has responded that the events described by the historian could equally fit
either wax, pointing out that if the later wax took place in 440, rather than
441 where Marcellinus places it, then the simultaneous conflicts against the
Saracens, Tzani, and Isaurians reported by the chronicler may also have
taken place in 440. Hence the Romans may well have been hard pressed in
440.5
But it is possible to push the argument further. It is surely the most
natural interpretation of Theodoret to take him as referring to the most
recent wax against the Persians, even though Croke considers that his read
ers would have thought of the previous, more large-scale war.® First, the
context of the passages in Theodoret should be borne in mind. The incur
sion of the Hunnic king Rua, which precedes the passages, took place in the
late 430s, and it should further be noted that at the end of V.37 Theodoret
concludes with the words άλλα τα ΰ τα μεν ύστερον ê-yéuero, referring both
to the transfer of John Chrysostom’s relics (in 438) and the other incidents
illustrating the Emperor’s piety — the repulse of Rua, and the intervention
of the weather against the Persians.7
Second, if 37.5-6 refers to the eaxlier war, it must be supposed that
it concerns one of the later campaigns: Croke argues that πόλεμος can be
used in a wider sense, such as to mean skirmish rather than just war.8 But
according to our sources there was a Roman force in the East operating
against the Persians right from the start of the 421-422 war, so it is difficult
to see how there could have been no troops available to assist in the defence
against the invaders. In 440, on the other hand, it seems clear that there
certainly was a shortage of troops. It might be countered that at the very
outbreak of hostilities in 421 the Romans might indeed have had a shortage
of available troops, in which case the passage might refer to the earlier
war. But since the siege of Theodosiopolis is said to take place before the

events of this passage, however the term πόλεμος is interpreted, the episode
of the bad weather cannot possibly be placed right at the start of the war;
moreover, the siege most probably took place toward the end of the 421-422
war in any case, when Roman forces had been fully mobilized.
Third, Codex Theodosianus XVI. 10.25 of 14 November 435 should be
taken into account. This decree orders the destruction of all pagan temples,
and Otto Maenchen-Helfen has plausibly suggested that it is to this piece of
legislation that Theodoret is alluding at 37.3: he held that the Emperor had
been rewarded for the decree by the various successes narrated immediately
afterward.9 Assuming Maenchen-Helfen is right, then God’s reward must
postdate the decree, and therefore Rua’s death and the thwarting of the
Persians must be placed after this date; the incident of the siege, however,
may be placed in the 421-422 wax, since Theodoret clearly specifies that
it took place tv τω προτέρω ττολέμω. Presumably he inserted it since it
was relevant to his general theme concerning the piety of the Emperor, and
because he was dealing with the Persians at this point.
Fourth, a source for the 440 war that has often gone unnoticed is Eu
stathius of Epiphaneia, whose account has in this case been preserved by
Evagrius and the fourteenth-century ecclesiastical historian Nicephorus Callistus Xanthopulus.10 It would seem, however, that Eustathius made an error
over the dating of the war: he dates it to the time of Yadzgerd I, the fa
ther of Bahram, adding that Socrates recounts that it was Bahram who
broke the peace, rather than his father. Evidently Eustathius had in mind
Socrates vii.18, where it is stated that Yadzgerd I never persecuted the
Christians, whereas his son Bahram did. This initial dating by Eustathius
must be wrong, however, and the text can easily be emended to place the
war in 440, reading υΐοΰ for πατρός, making Yadzgerd the son, and not
the father, of Bahram. For it is clear from other details in this passage
that it is with the later war that Eustathius was concerned: he states that
peace terms were agreed, which lasted until the twelfth year of Anastasius’s
reign. Moreover, it is clear from the passage that Valentinian in was on the
throne at the time, which implies that the events must postdate 425, and
there is mention too of the Vandal capture of Carthage, which took place
in October 439.11
An important point that emerges from both Evagrius and Nicephorus is
the difficulties faced by the empire at the time of the Persian invasion in 440,
which fits well with Marcellinus’s entry and Theodoret’s first passage; and
with the exception of Marcellinus, all these sources assert that the issue was
resolved successfully. It is noteworthy, however, that though Nicephorus

reports a Roman victory, he provides no details, and mistakenly inserts
Areobindus’s duel with Ardazanes into this war.12
Thus Theodoret’s passage fits the 440 context admirably, and it must
surely be concluded that he is referring to this war until strong evidence to
the contrary is produced.
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*

The second point to be considered is the matter of the construction of Theo
dosiopolis, and which city by that name was besieged by Bahram during
the earlier war. The two candidates are Theodosiopolis in Osrhoene, which
will henceforth be called Resaina, and Theodosiopolis in Armenia, to be
referred to as Erzerum from now. While Resaina was definitely founded by
Theodosius I, he has sometimes been credited with the foundation of both
cities.13 Hence the question arises: at what point was Erzerum fortified? If
it was not in existence by the 421-422 war, then it must have been Resaina
that was besieged by Bahram.
The fortification of Erzerum is described by Moses Khorenats‘i at III. 59,
carried out by the magister militum per Orientem Anatolius. Unfortunately
this does not tie down the date of the construction, since Anatolius was in
the East for much of the time from the 420s to the 440s, often as mag
ister militum per Orientem. Although PLRE II does not credit him with
the supreme command in the East at the time of the 421-422 war, Cyril
of Scythopolis, writing in the sixth century, specifically refers to him as
της !Ανατολής στρατηλάτης. It seems highly likely therefore that he suc
ceeded Maximinus in the post, and his tenure at this time appears to be
confirmed by the letter reported by Moses Khorenats‘i.14
An early date is therefore possible for the construction of the fortress,
and seems generally to be favoured by modern scholars.15 If it is accepted,
then work may have begun in 420, at the very moment when tensions were
escalating between the two sides: a law of May 420 (Codex Justinianus
viil. 10.10) permits land-owners along the eastern frontier to construct for
tifications for their property; this applied in nearly all the provinces along
the eastern border, though not Armenia.16 It may be supposed that the
imperial government was itself taking measures there, and was unwilling to
allow the Armenian nobility to take matters into its own hands. Hence this
context appears the most likely for the fortification of the city, and it is
clear that Procopius considered it to have been fortified early in Theodo
sius’s reign.17 The various sources on the city’s foundation are problematic.

and it would be worth while to examine them briefly before considering the
matter of which city was besieged by Bahrain.
Both Procopius and the Narratio de rebus Armeniae link the founda
tion of the city with the partition of Armenia (c. 387), which has led some
scholars to regard Procopius’s two mentions of the city in the de Aedificiis
as inconsistent — the first passage referring to Theodosius II, the second to
Theodosius I. But since he himself refers the reader back to the first pas
sage in the second one, it is clear that the same Theodosius is meant in
both cases — Theodosius II.18 The connection made by Procopius and the
Narratio between the partition of Armenia and the foundation of Erzerum
is unconvincing, however. For although it has been argued that the estab
lishment of a city could have been a necessary defensive measure for frontier
defence once the boundary-lines were drawn,19 it appears that the border
did not instantly solidify following the partition. This is well shown by C.J.
IV.63.4 (of 408/9), which makes Artaxata, well inside Persian Armenia, the
only trading point permitted in the area. Had Theodosiopolis (Erzerum)
existed then, or any sort of fixed boundary between Romans and Persians,
such a choice would be difficult to explain.20 Only gradually did the border
become settled, reaching its conclusion in the events of the 420s, when not
only did war break out between the two great powers, but the Persians also
removed the last Arsacid king (Ardashir iv) of Persarmenia in 428.
Procopius’s mistake, therefore, was not over the foundation of the city
but in postdating the division of Armenia to the reign of Theodosius II. His
account need not then be seen as a version different from the Armenian
sources, necessitating the foundation of Erzerum in the 380s or 390s. It
was doubtless taken from some Armenian source, possibly even one linked
to the Narratio; his error in attributing the partition to Theodosius II may
reflect a misreading of his source, since surviving Armenian writers are by
no means unanimous in their dating of the partition in any case — Moses
even puts it in the reign of Arcadius.21
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Modern opinion does not favour the view that it was Erzerum that was
besieged by Bahrain, even if it accepts that the fortress was in existence
during the war; thus Holum claims that previous scholars have erred in
assuming that Erzerum was invested, pointing out that according to Moses
Armenia was in revolt at the time.22 Yet in the translation of Thomson, we
hear of a "peace in the whole (of our western [regions] )” at the time, if in

any case a state of revolt would have deterred Bahram from making such
an attack.23
Is there any positive evidence that Resaina was the victim of Bahrain’s
onslaught? Since our only source for the siege is Theodoret, there is not:
the fact that Michael Syrus specifies Resaina merely shows that this is how
he interpreted Theodoret, for his account follows that of the ecclesiastical
historian.24 It is true that a siege of Resaina would fit in with what we hear
of the 421 campaign, in which Bahram forced the Romans back from Nisibis:
he could have proceeded into Roman territory at this point and laid siege
to the city.25 The difficulty with such a view is the non-appearance of the
Roman army: in Theodoret none is mentioned either in the city or in the
vicinity, while the other sources indicate that substantial numbers of troops
were operating in the area at this time.
Is there on the other hand any positive evidence to favour the theory
that it was Erzerum that came under siege in this war? It must be admitted
at once that the evidence is not substantial, but a case can be made; it
should not be assumed that Theodoret is referring to Resaina, and the
likelihood is that it was Erzerum that was the target of a Persian attack in
the 421-422 war.
First, Theodoret specifies that it was the Persian king, whom he calls
Gororanes, who was in charge of operations. Yet in the account of Socrates
it is Mihr-Narseh who commanded the Persian army, though the king later
took matters into his own hands; it is quite possible, however, that the king
campaigned in the north at some point during the war, either before coming
to Mihr-Narseh’s aid or afterward.26 Second, and more important, Socrates
speaks of Ardaburius invading Arzanene by way of Armenia (vn.18); yet
Armenia stretches north of Arzanene and is not the most natural route by
which to conduct such a raid. If Bahram were besieging a city that had
only just been built, then this would provide a motive for Ardaburius to
take this course; and Socrates refers to campaigning in Armenia again in
the same chapter. Third, the gold mines referred to by Socrates at vii.18,
which had helped to increase tensions before the war, almost certainly lay
in Armenia: Malalas refers to king Kavadh (484-496; 498-531) refusing to
pursue peace negotiations in 530 on account of the Romans having taken
total possession of gold mines in Armenia and Persarmenia. Just as the
Persians invaded Roman Armenia in 530, penetrating as far as Satala, so
it is likely that they took measures in this war to take control of the riches
in the borderlands of Armenia; hence Erzerum would present an obvious

target. It should be noted, moreover, that Kavadh opened his campaign in
502 with the capture of Armenian Theodosiopolis.27
The matter of which city was besieged by Bahrain defies certain res
olution. It remains possible that the king only took the field in 421 after
Mihr-Narseh had suffered reverses at the hands of the Romans, rather than
campaigning earlier on the northern front. It has been argued here, how
ever, firstly that Armenian Theodosiopolis was in existence by this point,
and secondly that it was this city that was besieged by the Persians in
421/422; in any case, even if it was not Erzerum which came under attack
then, this need by no means imply that it was not being constructed around
this time.
Moreover, if Anatolius, as magister militum per Orientem, was at Erzer
um seeing to its construction at the time of the outset of wax, this would
explain why a magister militum praesentalis had to be sent to take charge
of the war further south. The work of fortification was clearly a priority
for the Romans, and hence it is unsurprising that Anatolius appears to
play little role in the campaigning; he was replaced in 422 by Procopius,
perhaps when the fortification had been completed and when the threat of
the Persians had diminished. Whether or not he took part in the embassy to
the Persians with Helio is questionable, for it may well be an interpolation
by Theophanes, based on Procopius’s story of the encounter of Bahrain and
Anatolius.28
*

*

*

This brings us on to the last problem concerning the two wars: when did the
meeting between Anatolius and the Persian king, described by Procopius
( Wars i.ii.11-15), take place? Procopius states that at the encounter it was
agreed that no more fortifications were to be built along the border, and
this detail surely refers to the fortification of Erzerum. If, therefore, the
fortress were constructed around 420, then the meeting must be assigned to
the former war if this additional clause is to make sense; but, on the other
hand, it is clear (from Elishë) that Anatolius also met Yadzgerd π in 440,
whatever we make of Procopius’s account.29
The suspicion in fact arises that Anatolius may have met both kings
on separate occasions, which Procopius has combined into one meeting.
The detail on the retreat of the king accords with the 440 encounter, yet
the agreement on forts fits better with the earlier war. Significantly, only
Nicephorus among later historians refers to two wars in the fifth century.

and even he appears to have confused the events of the two. For while in
general he follows Socrates regarding the earlier war, he attributes the single
combat between Areobindus and Ardazanes to the second war: this episode
is found in Malalas, where it is unclear to which war it refers, but since he
claims that Areobindus received the consulship as a reward for his victory
(and it is known that Areobindus was consul in 434), it may be inferred that
the single combat took place in the first war. This is confirmed by Socrates,
who refers to am episode in which a general defeated a brave Persian in
single combat, though he forbears from providing any details.30
Thus from an early stage, perhaps even from the time of Eustathius
at the start of the sixth century, confusion arose over the two wars, from
which no later source completely escaped. Most resorted to reducing the
two wars into one (such as Procopius and Theophanes), while the much
later Nicephorus is an honorable exception, though he wrongly attributes
the single combat to the second war.31
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after the events in Mesopotamia; it seems more likely, however, that it was the events
in Mesopotamia (q.v. n. 3) that brought the war to a conclusion, and therefore th a t the
siege preceded them.
See Malalas (at n. 3), pp. 455-56, on the gold mines in Armenia, cf. Procopius,
Wars I.xv.18, 26-30. At one point Malalas states that the mines had only been discovered
under Anastasius, but elsewhere asserts th a t during his reign the Romans took over sole
possession of the mines, implying that they had been known of previously; cf. Strabo on
Syspiritis (XI.xiv.9), usually identified with Procopius’s Pharangium; Adontz, Armenia
in the Reign of Justinian, pp. 22-24; Bryer and Winfield, The Byzantine Monuments
and Topography of the Pontos, p. 56 and n. 393.
28 Theophanes, Chronographia, p. 87; Nôldeke (at n. 4), p. 116 n. 2 for the suggestion
th at Theophanes has inserted Anatolius’s name into Socrates’s account (VII.20 on Helio),
cf. Synelli (at n. 1), pp. 60-61. Holum (at n. 3), p. 169 n. 66, accepts Anatolius’s presence
in the 422 negotiations, but therefore wants to rule him out from those in 441; yet there
is no reason why the one should rule out the other, and there is clear evidence of his
involvement in negotiations around 441 from both Marcellinus (at n. 4) (a.441.1) and
Elishë (at n. 4), n. 3.
29 See n. 4 above on the encounter of Anatolius and Yadzgerd in 440. Synelli (at
n. 1), pp. 66-69, discusses this passage of Procopius at length and argues that it must
refer to the 440 war only, although she is prepared to accept that Erzerum may have
been fortified rather earlier.
30 See notes 3 and 4 above on these events.
Eutychius (PG 111, tr. Pococke) may also record two conflicts, but he too appears
confused, since cols. 1050/1 essentially repeat what was said at 1030/1; he also refers to
an agent of Theodosius sent to Bahram, a certain Estratius — presumably a garbled
reference of some sort to Anatolius. Procopius I.ii.11-15 for his one war (followed by
Agathias, IV.27.1), Theophanes, pp. 85-86. The sequence of Persian kings over the fifth
century (Bahram [IV]-Yadzgerd [I]-Bahram [V]-Yadzgerd [II] ) must have contributed
considerably to the confusion, cf. n. 7 above on Eustathius and the emendation suggested
there. No Greek or Latin source mentions Yadzgerd II, unless Eusthatius/Evagrius’s text
is emended as suggested.
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